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Abstract. The word problem for abelian lattice-ordered groups and the universal theory of these 
groups is co-NP-complete; the existential theory of nontrivial abelian/-groups is NP-complete. 
Corresponding results hold for abelian/-groups of specified imension. 
1. Introduction 
All groups we consider will be additive abelian groups. A lattice-ordered group 
(l-group) is a group which is also a (distributive) lattice such that the group operations 
are compatible with the lattice operations ~,  II. /-Groups naturally arise as groups 
and lattices of real-valued functions, or more generally as direct products of linearly 
ordered groups (o-groups) and their/-subgroups. Conversely, any /-group is iso- 
morphic to a subdirect product of o-groups (see [1]). l-Group words are formal 
expressions formed from the constant 0 and variables by superposition of the group 
operations +, - ,  the lattice operations ~, U, and scalar multiplication by integers 
in binary notation. (The last operation is included in order to ensure an economical 
presentation of/-group words.) The (uniform) word problem for a class K of/-groups 
consists in the problem to decide, for given/-group words w~,. . . ,  Win, W involving 
the variables Xl , . . .  , Xn, whether wl = 0 , . . . ,  w,, = 0 implies w = 0 in all G ~ K. In 
other words, the question is, whether the elementary statement 
0) 
is true in all G ~ K. 
Thus, the word problem for K is a special case of the more general problem to 
decide whether a given universal elementary statement in the language of/-groups 
is true in all /-groups G~K.  These statements are obtained as follows: atomic 
formulas are equations w = w' between/-group words; quantifier-free formulas are 
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obtained from atomic formulas by means of the propositional operations ^ (and), 
v (or), -1 (not); universal (existential) formulas are of the form Vx , , . . . ,  x, 
(3x l , . . .  ,x,,0), where ~ is a quantifier-free formula. A universal (existential) 
statement 4, is a universal (existential) formula in which all variables occurring in 
4, are bound by quantifiers V, 3. A special universal (existential) statement 4' is a 
statement of the form 
w:o w:0) o)) Xl , . . . ,  X n w i=OA W~ • 
i 
Phrased in these terms, the word problem for K is just the decision problem for the 
special universal theory of K. We let L (L*) be the class of all (nontrivial)/-groups. 
The universal theory of L (and hence, the word problem for L) was shown to be 
decidable in [8], based on [7] and the results in [6] on the universal theory of 
o-groups. By way of contrast, Gurevich has shown in [5] that the full elementary 
theory of L is hereditarily undecidable (see [2] for a simple proof of this fact). 
Besides the classes L and L* we are going to consider classes of/-groups with 
specified imension: let deN,  GeL;  then an/-group G is of dimension ~>d if G 
contains a set of d positive, pairwise disjoint elements; G is of dimension d if G 
is of dimension I> d and not of dimension I> d + 1; G is of dimension oo if G is of 
dimension >~d for all d e N. So, G is trivial iff it has dimension 0; any direct product 
G of d o-groups has dimension d. For any subset D of N w {oo}, we let L(D) be the 
class of all /-groups G with dim(G)e D. In particular, L=L(Nw{c~}) and L*= 
L((N\{0}) w {oo}). Our main result is the following. 
Theorem 1. Let ~, {0} # D ___ N u {oo} befixed. Then the universal theory of L(D) and 
hence the word problem for L(D) is in co-NP. The word problem for L(D) is co-NP- 
hard, and so both problems are co-NP-complete. The existential theory of L(D) is in 
NP and the special existential theory of L(D) is NP-hard. So both problems are 
NP-complete. 
The proof will be almost self-contained, including in particular simpler proofs 
of the results in [6, 7, 8]. The only facts we use without proof are the following. 
Fact 1.1. Any two nontrivial, divisible o-groups atisfy the same (existential) state- 
ments. 
Fact 1.2 (von zur Gathen and Sieveking [3]). Let Ax = B, Cx>~ D (A, B, (7, D 
matrices of size m x n, m x 1, p x n, p x 1, respectively) be a system oflinear diophantine 
equations and inequalities. Let c be the maximum of the absolute values of all entries 
of A, B, C, D, and suppose the system has a solution a e Z". Then it has a solution 
b e Z", where all components are bound°ed by Ib, I <- n + 1)c'. 
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Fact 1.3 (cf. Specker and Strassen [9, p. 55]). The knapsack problem is NP-hard (in 
fact, NP-complete ). 
The first is a simple and well-known result in model theory, provable in a few 
lines using quantifier elimination. The second is crucial for our upper bound; it is 
obtained from the sharper esult stated in [3] by means of the fact that the determinant 
det(A) of an (n x n)-matrix A = (a~j) can be bounded by n"/2c" with c = maxla,jl 
(Hadamard's inequality). The third is used to establish the lower bound. 
2. Reduction to an algebraic theorem 
We need the following definitions. Any group word w with variables among 
x l , . . . ,  x, can be uniquely rewritten as a linear form k~xl +.  • • + k~x, with integer 
coefficients k~. We define the rank of w as the maximum of the absolute values Ik, I. 
With any/ -group word w we associate a finite set A(w)  of group words as follows: 
if w is 0 or a variable, then A(w)  = {w}. A(wl  ~ w2) = A(wl )  u A(w2); A(w~ + w2) = 
{v~ + v21 v~ ~ A(w; ) ,  v2 ~ A(w2)}; A(kw) = {kv lv  ~ A(w)} for k ~ Z. We put rank(w) = 
max{rank(v) [ v ~ A(w)}. If  ~b is an/-group formula, we let rank(~b) be the maximum 
of all ranks o f / -group words occurring in ~b. The length of a word or formula is 
the number of symbols in it when integer coefficients and subscripts of variables 
are written in binary notation. We denote the length of an expression a by l (a).  
Notice that for v ~ A(w) ,  l(v) <~ l(w); consequently, rank(w) ~< exp(l(w)) and, for 
any /-group formula ~b, rank(~b)<~exp(l(~b)). We call a quantifier-free /-group 
formula ~ normal if it is obtained from equations and inequations (i.e., negated 
equations) by means of ^ and v only; s(~b) then denotes the maximum of 1 and 
the number of inequations in ~. 
Theorem 2. Let Gc_[- I~t Gi be an l-group given as a subdirect product of  o-groups 
G~; let dp = 3x~. . .  3x ,  d / (x~, . . . ,  x , )  be an existential l-group statement such that d/ 
is normal; let t = min(s(~b), III), and assume G~ dp. Then there exist al ,  . . . , a, ~ 7_ t 
with la, I n "/e( n + 1)r" such that Z t ~ ~b( al , . . . , a,), where r = rank(0).  In particular, 
for  a special existential statement dp, s( d/) = t = 1. 
In order to prove Theorem 1 from Theorem 2, we need two more facts on an 
/-group G of dimension d < ~.  
Lemma 2.1. Z a is embeddable into G. 
Lemma 2.2. G can be represented as a subdirect product o f  d o-groups. 
Proof. Let al ,  . . . ,  ad be a maximal set of positive, pairwise disjoint elements in (3. 
Then, (k~, . . . ,  kd) ~-> kl al +.  • • + kdad is an embedding of Z d into G. For 1 <~ i ~< d, 
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let Gi = {g ~ G[lg[ [-1 ai = 0}. Then Gi is a convex subgroup of (5, G~ Gi is linearly 
ordered and G1 c~. . . c~ Ga ={0}. So G embeds into I]i~l G/Gi  as a subdirect 
product. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. Let ~b = 3xl . . .  3xn O(x l , . . . ,  xn) be an existen- 
tial /-group statement and assume ~, is normal and has rank r. Let t=  
min(s(~b), sup(D)).  Then, by Theorem 2 and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, ~b is satisfiable 
in L(D) iff there exist a~, . . . ,a ,~Z t with [ai[<~n~/2(n-kl)r ~ such that 
Z t~(a l , . . . , an) .  The binary length of the ai's is thus bounded by l(ai) << - 
½n log n+log(n+l )+n log r<~2l(tk) 2. Thus the problem can be decided in NP. 
Consequently, the universal theory of L(D) is in co-NP. 
By Theorem 2 and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, ~b holds in all G ~ L (D)  iff there exist 
al, . . . , a, ~ Z r with la, l <<- n"/2( n + l )r" such that Zt '~ g/( al , . . . , a,),  where t '= 
min(Du {s(O)}). We conclude as above that this fact can be tested in NP. So the 
existential theory of L(D) is in NP. 
Finally, we show that the special existential theory T of G_(D) is NP-hard. Since 
the word problem constitutes the complement of T, it is co-NP-hard. Recall that 
the knapsack problem consists of all (n + 1)-tuples of positive integers in binary 
notation (kl, • . . ,  k~, k) such that there exist integers Xx, . . . ,  x, e {0, 1} with k~x~ + 
• • • + k,~x, = k. We use the following observation: if y is a nonnegative lement of 
an o-group and (y -x )LAx  =y,  then x = 0 or x =y. Consequently, the knapsack 
problem consists of all tuples (k l , . . . ,  k~, k) such that the special existential 
statement 
3x , . . .3xn : ly  ( ~ .kcq=ky^ A (y -x , ) l  l x ,=y^ yl lO=yA y~O I 
\ i=1  i=1 / 
holds in ~' or, equivalently, by Theorem 2 and Lemma 2.1, in L(D). This is a polytime 
reduction of the knapsack problem to the special existential theory of L(D). (The 
use of scalar multiplication with integers in binary can be avoided here by introducing 
additional quantifiers: consider, e.g., the formula 8x = y which is equivalent to 3xlx2 
(xl = x+ x ^ x2 = Xl + x~ ^  y = x2+ x2). This device was kindly pointed out to the 
author by Prof. M.S. Paterson.) [] 
3. P roof  o f  Theorem 2 
Lemma 3.1 (Gurevich and Kokorin [6]). Any two nontrivial o-groups satisfy the same 
existential statements. 
Proof. Let ~b = 3xl . . .  3x~ 0(x l , . . . ,  x,),  where 0 is a quantifier-free formula in the 
language of o-groups (having =, ~< as atomic relations), and let 0 < g ~ G. We show 
Z ~ ~b iff G ~ ~b: if Z ~ Oh, then Zg = Z, and so Zg ~ ¢k and so G ~ ~b. Conversely, if 
G~ck, let ¢~ be the divisible hull of G. Then Cr~ ~b, and so, by Fact 1.1, Q~b,  
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where ~ is the o-group of rationals. Pick a l , . . . ,  a,,, b eZ, b>O, such that 
~O(a l /b , . . . ,a , , /b ) .  Then Z.  1/b~dp and Z- 1/b~Z,  and so Z~4,. [] 
Lemma 3.2. For every quantifier-free l-group formula O( x~, . . . ,  x,)  one can construct 
a quantifier-free o-group formula O ' (x t , . . . ,  x.)  such that rank(0')<~ rank(0) and, in 
any o-group G, G ~ O ~'> O '. 
Proof. We construct 0' by induction on the number k of occurrences of the lattice 
operations 77, II in 0. If k = 0, then 0 '= 0. Otherwise, pick the first occurrence 
w~ ~ w2 of [-1 or II in a word or subword of 0. Let 0~ (02) result from 0 by replacing 
w~ ~ w2 by w~ (w2) and put 0 '= (w~ ~ w2 ^  0~) v (w~ ~ w2 A 0[)- Then all group words 
occurring in 0' are associated with some /-group word in 0, and so rank(0')<~ 
rank(0). [] 
Lemma 3.3. Let dp = 3x~. . .  x,  O(x~, . . . ,  x , )  be an existential I-group statement of 
rank r and assume dp holds in some o-group (3. Then there exists b~, . . . , b, ~ Z with 
Ibil<~ n"/a(n+ 1)r" such that Z~ O(b). 
Proof. We may assume that 0 is normal. Let 0' be obtained from 0 as in Lemma 
3.2. Then, G~' ix~, . . . , x ,O ' (x )  and so, by Lemma 3.1, Z~0' (a )  for some 
a~, . . . ,  a, ~ Z. Introducing now the new constant 1 into the language, we may 
rewrite 0' equivalently in Z in such a way that the resulting formula 0" contains 
n 
no negation, and atomic subformulas are of the form F~=~ k~i ~ k only, where ~, 
k s Z, [/ql <~ r, k e {0, +1}. Let S be the set of all atomic subformulas tr(x) of 0" such 
that Z~o' (a) .  Then, by Fact 1.2, there exist b l , . . . , /7 ,  eZ with ]b~[~ < n"/2(n+l)r"  
such that Z~ tr(b) for all o'(x)e S. Consequently, O"(b) holds in Z, and so 0'(b) 
and 0(b) hold in Z. [] 
Lemma 3.4. Let dp = =Ix1 . . .  x,  O(x) be an existential l-group statement such that O is 
normal, and assume G~ dp, where G c_ l-li~i Gi, and G~ are o-groups. Then there exists 
J ~_ I with IJI ~< s(0) such that Hi~j Gi ~ dp. 
Proof. Pick a l , . . . ,  a, ~ G with G~ 0(a). Let S (S') be the set of all equations 
(inequations) or(x) in 0 such that G~ or(a). For every ~ S', pick i,~ ~ I such that 
Gi ~ cr(a(io)); put J=  {i¢lcr~ S'} and a[= aiIJ for l <~ i<~ n. Then, A {o(a')lcr~ S} ^  
A {o(a')[cr ~ S'} holds in Hi~z Gi, and so ~b holds in Hi~j Gi. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose G~ 4~. By Lemma 3.4, we may assume that [I[ ~< s(0). 
Let a l , . . . ,  a, ~ G; let S, S' be as in the proof of 3.4. For each i ~ I, we define 
G,~(a( i ) )} .  Then rank(0i)<---rank(0) and 
Gi~Oi(a( i)) .  So, by Lemma 3.3, there exist b l , . . . ,  b, ~ , i  with Ib, n"/=(n+l)r" 
such that 7.~ Oi(b(i)) for all i ~ I. Consequently, Z I ~ {cr(b) [or(x) ~ S u S'}, and so 
z' 0(b). [] 
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